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Abstract

Simultaneous interpreting is a complex skill in which language comprehension and production take place at the same
time in two languages. In this study, we examined performance on basic language and working memory tasks that have
been hypothesized to engage cognitive skills important for simultaneous interpreting. The participants were native
Dutch speakers proficient in English as a second language. We compared the performance of trained interpreters to
bilingual university students (Experiment 1) and to highly proficient English teachers (Experiment 2). The interpreters
outperformed the university students in their speed and accuracy of language performance and on their memory capac-
ity estimated from a set of (working) memory measures. The interpreters also outperformed the English teachers, but
only on the memory tasks, suggesting that performance on the language tasks was determined by proficiency more than
cognitive resources. Taken together, these data point to (working) memory as a critical subskill for simultaneous
interpreting.
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Since the 1950s it has become common practice at
large international meetings, such as those of the United
Nations, to have interpreters simultaneously interpret
into and from the different languages spoken by the
members present. To an outside observer, simultaneous
interpreting is a remarkable skill in that it places impres-
sive demands on both language processing and memory.
A question that immediately springs to mind is whether
experienced interpreters possess special cognitive abili-
ties that allow them to interpret successfully. Does
acquiring skill in interpreting alter basic language pro-
cesses in interpreters? Is their cognitive capacity to pro-
cess language enhanced by virtue of their interpreting
experience? Do they have unusual abilities to begin with?
Although answers to these questions may provide criti-
cal information about the manner in which cognitive
resources constrain language processing, there has been
little experimental research on interpreting (see Christof-
fels, 2004; Christoffels & De Groot, 2005; for a review).
The present study is one of the first steps towards under-
standing the way in which skill in simultaneous inter-
preting may be related to language processing and
cognitive capacity.

From a cognitive perspective simultaneous interpret-
ing is a striking task because of its sheer complexity.
Many processes take place simultaneously. New speech
input is presented continuously and the interpreter must
comprehend this input and store it in memory. At the
same time, earlier segments must be reformulated men-
tally into the target language and even earlier segments
must be articulated (e.g., Gerver, 1976; Lambert, 1992;
Padilla, Bajo, Cañas, & Padilla, 1995). The complexity
of the task is illustrated by the fact that even profession-
al interpreters sometimes make several mistakes per
minute (Gile, 1997).

Perhaps the most salient characteristic of simulta-
neous interpreting is that interpreters must do simulta-
neously what ordinary language users typically do
serially, that is, comprehend and produce language at
the same time. In normal dialogue, some planning of
speech during listening already takes place since people
start their response a fraction of a second before their
partner finishes speaking (Garrod & Pickering, 2004).
However, during simultaneous interpreting output is
continuously articulated. This simultaneity of compre-
hension and production is likely to be one important
reason why interpreting is such a cognitively demanding
task.

Another interesting characteristic of simultaneous
interpreting concerns the time lag that necessarily occurs
between the input and the corresponding output. Many
language combinations differ in word order. Therefore,
the interpreter may have to wait for the verb that may
conclude a sentence in one language (e.g., German)
but that needs to be produced early in the translation
in another language (e.g., English). On the one hand,
it is advantageous to wait as long as possible before
starting to produce the translation of a given input utter-
ance. The longer the lag, the more likely it is that poten-
tially occurring ambiguities have been resolved by the
context. On the other hand, when the lag is long there
is more information to hold in memory than when the
lag is short. Although the lag between input and output
is influenced by factors such as the language of input
(Goldman-Eisler, 1972), it is generally around 2 s or 4–
5 words (Barik, 1973; Christoffels & De Groot, 2004;
Gerver, 1976; Goldman-Eisler, 1972; Treisman, 1965).

A final critical aspect of simultaneous interpreting is
that interpreters not only have to deal with the simulta-
neity of input and output, but also have to comprehend
an utterance in one language but produce it in another.
For participants without any previous experience in
simultaneous interpreting the combination of simultane-
ity and language recoding was particularly demanding
(Christoffels & De Groot, 2004). Thus, during simulta-
neous interpreting, both languages must be active simul-
taneously, although no language switches are allowed.
This requires that interpreters ceaselessly control the
use of the two languages concerned (e.g., Christoffels
& De Groot, 2005; De Groot & Christoffels, in press).

The problem of control in bilingual processing
becomes particularly critical when one considers the
question of how bilinguals manage to keep their lan-
guages separated. Initial research on bilingual language
representation suggested that word forms are represent-
ed separately for each language but that word meaning
is shared between languages (Kroll & De Groot, 1997;
Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Potter, So, Von Eckardt, & Feld-
man, 1984; Smith, 1997). More recently, studies have
shown that information about word forms in both of
the bilingual’s languages is activated even when process-
ing in one language. This recent evidence suggests that it
is not possible to ‘shut off’ a language, even when it
might be beneficial for task performance (e.g., De
Groot, Delmaar, & Lupker, 2000; Dijkstra, Van Jaars-
veld, & Ten Brinke, 1998; Jared & Kroll, 2001; Van
Heuven, Dijkstra, & Grainger, 1998). The finding of
nonselectivity has been shown to extend to production
tasks, even when speakers intend to produce words in
only one of their two languages (e.g., Colomé, 2001;
Costa, Miozzo, & Caramazza, 1999; Hermans, Bonga-
erts, De Bot, & Schreuder, 1998). Evidence for cross-lan-
guage syntactic priming indicates nonselectivity or
integration between languages also on the syntactical
level (Hartsuiker, Pickering, & Veltkamp, 2004; Loebell
& Bock, 2003). If words from both languages are active
during comprehension as well as production, then how is
interference and switching into the nontarget language
prevented?

One proposal to account for the control that biling-
uals appear to exert in their speech is provided by the
inhibitory control model (Green, 1986, 1998). According
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to this model, language selection requires inhibition of
the candidates in the nontarget language. Achieving
such control requires the allocation of attentional
resources. Green (1998) argues that even a relatively
simple task such as single word translation requires such
control. Complex tasks such as online translation and
interpretation may be assumed to require additional
coordination of control processes (Gile, 1997).

We may ask whether experience in the complex bilin-
gual task of interpreting that is hypothesized to impose
high demands on cognitive control, enhances abilities
that may be of particular importance to perform this
task. A number of studies suggest that interpreters out-
perform other groups of participants on some language
and memory tasks. Bajo, Padilla, and Padilla (2000)
found that interpreters responded faster on atypical
exemplars of categories in a semantic categorization task
and that they were faster on nonwords in lexical deci-
sion, as compared to trainees learning to interpret, bil-
inguals without interpreting experience, and
monolinguals. Furthermore, Fabbro and Darò (1995)
observed that trainees learning to interpret were more
resistant to the detrimental effects of delayed auditory
feedback than participants with no simultaneous inter-
preting experience. Delayed feedback of a speaker’s
own voice typically causes speech disruptions. Padilla
et al. (1995) also showed that interpreters demonstrated
superior performance relative to other trainees and non-
interpreters on digit and reading span tasks in the native
language. Similar results were reported by Bajo et al.
(2000). For example, unlike control groups, interpreters
were not affected by articulatory suppression (i.e., con-
tinuous articulation of unrelated material) during recall
(Padilla et al., 1995; Padilla, Bajo, & Macizo, 2005).

Although the advantages observed for interpreters in
these studies could be due to the consequences of train-
ing in simultaneous interpreting or to self-selection fac-
tors that influence the choice to pursue interpreting as
a career, the fact that they are observed even in the
native language suggests that they may reflect more gen-
eral characteristics of interpreters’ cognitive abilities.
There is also recent evidence, suggesting that a life time
of bilingualism itself confers advantages to cognitive
processing and executive control (e.g., Bialystok, 2005;
Bialystok et al., 2005).

Research on participants without previous simulta-
neous interpreting experience also points to the rele-
vance of language and memory skills to simultaneous
interpreting. For these participants interpreting perfor-
mance was correlated with measures of working memory
and basic language skills (Christoffels, De Groot, &
Waldorp, 2003) and to recall under articulatory suppres-
sion (Christoffels, in press).

Finally, off-line translation has been related to mem-
ory and language (Macizo & Bajo, in press). Manipula-
tions of memory load, lexical ambiguity, and cognate
status affected comprehension when reading for transla-
tion but not when reading for repetition (cognates are
words that share aspects of both form and meaning
across languages).

The goal of the present study is to begin to under-
stand how basic components of language processing
may be different when an individual is a skilled interpret-
er and how simultaneous interpreting is related to indi-
vidual differences in memory capacity. In contrast to
other studies, we assessed both native and second lan-
guage capacity using different memory tasks. The
approach we took was to compare the performance of
different groups of bilinguals, all of whom were native
speakers of Dutch (L1) and relatively proficient in Eng-
lish as a second language (L2), but who nevertheless dif-
fered in their proficiency in English and their
professional training in simultaneous interpreting. If
interpreting is a specific skill that does not affect the
more basic components of language processing, then
all of the participants should perform similarly on sim-
ple language processing tasks in their first and second
languages. To increase sensitivity to possible qualitative
processing differences, stimulus manipulations were
included that might affect the groups differently.
However, interpreters may differ from ordinary biling-
uals in more than one way. Interpreters are necessarily
highly proficient in L2 but, as suggested above, they
appear to possess superior memory resources relative
to other bilinguals. As noted, the latter may be a
prerequisite for becoming an interpreter or a cognitive
consequence of achieving skill in the simultaneous inter-
preting task.

In Experiment 1, we used a battery of individual dif-
ference tasks to assess the memory capacity of a group
of simultaneous interpreters and a group of Dutch uni-
versity students, all of whom were reasonably proficient
in English. We then compared their performance on sim-
ple word translation and picture naming tasks. To antic-
ipate the results, we show that the two groups differ on
both the measures of working memory capacity and on
their performance in the language processing tasks, with
generally better performance for the interpreters than
the bilingual university students. In Experiment 2, we
tested a third group of participants who, like the inter-
preters, were highly proficient in English by virtue of
being trained English teachers, but like the students,
had no formal experience in interpreting. Here, the
results show that language proficiency appears to be
the main determinant of speed and accuracy on the lan-
guage processing tasks; interpreters and highly skilled
teachers showed similar performance on these tasks.
However, on the working memory tasks, the teachers
were no better than the university students, whereas
the interpreters were superior to both groups. This find-
ing suggests that there is a crucial relation between mem-
ory capacity and simultaneous interpreting skill.
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Experiment 1: Interpreters and students

In Experiment 1 we focused on the role of working
memory capacity and basic language processes. We
compared experienced professional interpreters with
Dutch university students who are relatively proficient
in English as their L2. Note that this latter population
has been studied extensively in past research and con-
sists of unbalanced but proficient bilinguals (e.g., Dijk-
stra et al., 1998; Kroll & Stewart, 1994; La Heij,
Hooglander, Kerling, & Van der Velden, 1996; Van Hell
& De Groot, 1998b; Zeelenberg & Pecher, 2003) who are
not as proficient as the interpreters. The most relevant
difference between these two groups of participants
was that they were either experienced in professional
simultaneous interpreting or had never attempted to
interpret before.

To assess whether simultaneous interpreting experi-
ence is associated with high cognitive capacity, we
included several measures of working memory capacity.
In addition to the word span task as a measure of pas-
sive recall, we included a reading span measure (Dan-
eman & Carpenter, 1980). This is a concurrent
memory task that is designed to tap both the demands
of storage and the processing of information. According
to Daneman and Green (1986), functional capacity var-
ies with the processing characteristics of the task being
performed. They proposed the speaking span task as a
measure that taxes the processing and storage functions
of working memory during sentence production. Since
interpreting involves spoken language production, we
also measured memory capacity with a speaking span
task. Tests of memory capacity were administered in
both languages because functional memory capacity
may not be the same in the native and a second language
(Chincotta & Underwood, 1998; Service, Simola, Mets-
aenheimo, & Maury, 2002).

In assessing basic language processing components,
we specifically examined lexical retrieval. One might
argue that lexical retrieval may be too basic a level to
be relevant, since simultaneous interpreting usually
involves the translation of larger units of discourse.
However, it is likely that word retrieval skills are never-
theless relevant when performing the interpreting tasks
successfully. Vocabulary problems may take up time
and processing resources, which may eventually cause
a breakdown in the simultaneous interpreting process.
We presented two lexical retrieval tasks that have been
used extensively in the past to study bilingual language
representation: picture naming and word translation
(e.g., Chen & Leung, 1989; De Groot, 1992; Kroll &
Stewart, 1994; Potter et al., 1984). These tasks share a
number of components, but differ in that in word trans-
lation lexical access precedes conceptual processing,
whereas in picture naming this process is reversed (Mill-
er & Kroll, 2002). In both the word translation and the
picture naming tasks, we orthogonally manipulated two
word type variables: word frequency and cognate status.
These variables have produced robust effects in several
studies that focused on the organization of bilingual
memory (e.g., Costa, Caramazza, & Sebastian-Galles,
2000; De Groot & Nas, 1991; De Groot, 1992; Sanchez
Casas, Davis, & Garcia Albea, 1992; Van Hell & De
Groot, 1998a). We used these manipulations as a sensi-
tive means to determine whether the nature of lexical
processing differs across our participant groups. The
effect of these manipulations may then also be replicated
and extended to different types of participants. The effect
of cognate status in picture naming is especially interest-
ing because it indicates the influence of the language that
is not the target in the task at hand.

To summarize, participants completed a battery of
individual difference measures to measure memory
capacity, including a word span task, a reading span
task, and a speaking span task. Furthermore, they per-
formed two on-line processing tasks, picture naming
and single word translation. Both groups of participants
performed all tasks in two languages, Dutch and Eng-
lish. Finally, we included two control tasks: a basic non-
linguistic reaction time test and an English vocabulary
test. The reaction time test was included to control for
differences between participant groups in basic reaction
speed that are not related to language processing. The
English vocabulary task was included to assess English
proficiency in addition to self-ratings of the participants’
proficiency level.

If the subskills examined here are indeed important
to simultaneous interpreting, we predicted that the inter-
preters would outperform the students on both measures
of language processing and memory capacity. On the
control measures, we expected that the interpreters
would have better vocabulary knowledge than the stu-
dents, but that performance on the basic reaction time
test should be unrelated to interpreting skill.
Method

Participants

One group of 40 participants consisted of university
students who were unbalanced Dutch–English biling-
uals. They spoke Dutch as their native language and
were relatively proficient in English. They were under-
graduate students of the University of Amsterdam and
received course credit or a small monetary reward for
participation. Of the 40 participants, 39 participants
were included in the analysis, because the language ques-
tionnaire (see below) showed that one participant had
some experience in (non-professional) interpreting. The
participants had received at least six years of formal edu-
cation in English as a second language, for about 3–4 h a



Table 1
Characteristics of participants in Experiments 1 and 2, includ-
ing mean self-assessed proficiency in comprehension and
production (rated between 1 and 10) in English

Group

Students Interpreters Teachers

Rating of English
production

7.3 8.3 8.1

Rating of English
comprehension

7.9 8.7 8.6

Mean age (in yrs) 21.1 48.5 43.5
Professional
experience (in yrs)

— 15.7 18.8
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week, starting at age 12 at secondary school (often Eng-
lish lessons began at primary school). They use English
textbooks in their university studies and have been
exposed informally to English, via film, television, and
music, in their daily lives.

The second group of participants consisted of 13 pro-
fessional interpreters, all native speakers of Dutch. Eng-
lish was one of the languages they worked in
professionally. They had on average 16 years of profes-
sional interpreting experience. All had attended universi-
ty or other higher education, often specializing in
language studies. Most of the interpreters had either
attended a specialized interpreter course, or finished an
internship, for example, at the European Union. We
administered a language questionnaire designed to
obtain more information about the language history of
all of our participants. Participant characteristics and
language questionnaire data are summarized in Table 1.

Materials and tasks

Word retrieval

For the picture naming task 72 pictures were selected
from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) norms,
which consist of black line drawings on a white back-
ground. Two word-type variables, word frequency,
and cognate status, were manipulated orthogonally,
forming four groups of words. Across the four subsets
of words, word length was matched, and the percent
name agreement (the percentage of participants using
the same word to name a particular picture) was equally
high and at least 90%.

The lexical characteristics of the stimuli are given in
Tables 2 and 3. The picture naming task was adminis-
tered separately in English and Dutch. Pictures were pre-
sented on a screen and participants had to respond
verbally as quickly as possible by giving the name of
the depicted entity. The task started with four practice
pictures. On each trial, a picture was presented on the
screen and the participant had to respond with its name
as quickly as possible. The participants were instructed
not to say anything else but the response. At the begin-
ning of each trial a fixation cross was presented in themid-
dle of the screen for 500 ms, accompanied by a beep. A
picture appeared 100 ms later and stayed on screen until
the participant responded, but not longer than 7 s. The
reaction time was measured by means of a sound-activat-
ed switch (voice-key). The experimenter typed the partic-
ipant’s response (that information was not visible to the
participant) and triggered the next trial.

For word translation, 72 English and 72 Dutch
words were selected. As in the picture naming task, fre-
quency and cognate status were manipulated orthogo-
nally. The four groups of words were matched on
word length and word concreteness. The values on these
variables were derived from a set of 440 words that had
been rated on, among others, the variables relevant in
this study (De Groot, Dannenburg, & Van Hell, 1994).
The lexical characteristics of the words are given in
Appendix 2. The word translation task was administered
in both language directions separately, from English
into Dutch and from Dutch into English. The task
was administered in the same way as the picture naming
task. It started with four practice words and reaction
time was measured by means of a voice-key.

Memory tasks

All memory tasks were administered in both English
and Dutch. The stimulus characteristics of the recall
words are given in Table 4. For the reading span task
two matched sets of 42 English and 42 Dutch sentences
were developed. The sentences in the English test were
partly derived from Harrington and Sawyer (1992).
The final words of the sentences were matched on length
and frequency across the two languages. Sentence length
varied from 11 to 13 words for both the Dutch and Eng-
lish versions of the task (on average 11.8 words for Eng-
lish and 11.7 for Dutch). The sentences were randomly
divided into three different series of sets of two, three,
four, and five sentences, with the restriction that no
rhyming final words were allowed within one set. The
participant read aloud sentences that were shown cen-
tered on the monitor while trying to remember the last
word of each sentence. The sentences were presented
one by one on the computer screen in increasing set siz-
es. As soon as the participant finished reading the sen-
tence, the experimenter triggered the next trial. An
alert sounded and a white screen appeared for 500 ms,
after which the next sentence appeared. After presenta-
tion of the last sentence in each set the participants were
signaled by another alert beep and on screen to verbally
recall the final words of each sentence in that set. The
experimenter triggered the appearance of the next set
of sentences when the participant finished recalling the
current set. For each participant, the total number of
correctly recalled words was calculated (maximum
score: 42).



Table 2
Properties of stimuli used in the picture naming task

High frequency Low frequency

Cognates Noncognates Cognates Noncognates

10 Log frequency 3.1 3.0 2.0 2.0
Cognate rating 5.8 1.6 5.8 1.7
Length (# of letters) 5.2 5.3 5.5 5.4
Agreement (%) 96 95 95 96

Note. English word frequency was taken from the CELEX-database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & van Rijn, 1993). Cognate ratings were
obtained using a 7-point scale where 1 represented least and 7 indicated most similarity in meaning and lexical form (n = 12).
Agreement scores were taken from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980). Analyses showed that statistically there were no differences
between cognate score, frequency, word length, and agreement score in the four groups other than the intended differences.

Table 3
Properties of stimuli used in the translation task

Measure High frequency Low frequency

Cognates Noncognates Cognates Noncognates

Dutch stimuli

10 Log frequency 3.9 3.9 2.8 2.9
Cognate rating 5.5 1.4 5.4 1.4
Length (# of letters) 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Concreteness 5.6 5.5 5.6 5.5

English stimuli

10 Log frequency 3.9 3.9 2.9 2.9
Cognate rating 5.5 1.4 5.5 1.4
Length (# of letters) 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Concreteness 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5

Note. Dutch and English word frequency was taken from the CELEX-database (Baayen et al., 1993). The English frequency is
multiplied by a factor of 2.26 to correct for the size difference between the Dutch and the English corpora. Cognate and concreteness
rating were taken from De Groot et al. (1994). Analyses showed that statistically there were no differences between cognate score,
frequency, word length, and word concreteness in the four word subsets other than the intended differences.

Table 4
Properties of the words in the reading span, the speaking span,
and the words span tasks

Task 10 Log frequency Length (# of letters)

Reading span

English 3.38 4.07
Dutch 3.37 4.07

Speaking span

English 3.36 4.14
Dutch 3.37 4.10

Word span

English 3.29 4.09
Dutch 3.37 4.22

Note. The English frequency as given in the corpus was multi-
plied by a factor of 2.26 to correct for the size difference
between the Dutch and the English corpora. Analysis showed
that statistically there were no differences in cognate score,
frequency, word length, and word concreteness between the
four word groups other than the intended differences.
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For the speaking span task 42 words were selected
for both the English and the Dutch version of this task.
The English and Dutch words were matched on word
frequency and length. The words were presented in three
series of sets of two, three, four, and five words. Again
no rhyming words were allowed within one and the same
set. Participants were asked to (silently) read and
remember the words. After presentation of a complete
set the participant was asked to verbally produce a
grammatically correct sentence for each of the words
in the set that they recalled. The word appeared at the
center of the screen for 1000 ms after a short alert. After
500 ms the next word was presented. The end of the set
was signaled visually on the computer screen and by
another sound. The experimenter triggered the appear-
ance of the next set of words when the participant fin-
ished recalling and producing sentences for the current
set. The total number of complete sentences containing
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the correctly recalled words was calculated (maximum
score: 42).

For both the reading span and the speaking span task
the participants were instructed not to recall the last
words presented to them first. No other restrictions on
recall order were given. Both tasks started with two sets
of two practice items.

For the word span task 147 words per language were
selected. The words were matched on word frequency
and length across languages. The participants were
asked to remember the words presented to them on
screen and to recall them in exactly the same order. A
50 ms alert sounded, after which a word was presented
for 1000 ms. Five hundred milliseconds after its offset
the next word was presented. The words were presented
in three series of four, five, six, up to ten words. The end
of a series was signaled visually on screen and by anoth-
er alert sound, at which point the participant started to
recall the series of words. Presentation of the series of
words was stopped when the subject failed to correctly
recall one out of the three series of a given number of
words. The number of correctly recalled series was cal-
culated (maximum score: 21).

Control tasks

The vocabulary test was based on the English Vocab-
ulary Test 10K (Meara, 1996). This test involves lexical
decision for English words and nonwords without a
speed instruction. The test does not include high fre-
quency words and is meant to assess vocabulary knowl-
edge at a relatively high level of proficiency (Cambridge
proficiency level and above).

For the vocabulary test we used two subtests of the
English Vocabulary Test 10K, which were administered
digitally. Participants were asked to decide whether they
knew the meaning of the words that were presented to
them on screen and to indicate their decision by pressing
one of two possible keys that indicated ‘yes’ or ‘no’
responses. The test consisted of 80 words and 40 non-
words. Each trial consisted of the presentation of a
500 ms fixation cross, a 250 ms empty screen, and a stim-
ulus that appeared for a maximum of 6000 ms. The trial
ended on response; the inter-trial time was 100 ms. The
dependent variable was an index of number of ‘hits’ cor-
rected for number of ‘false alarms’ (Huibregtse & Admi-
raals, 1999).

Finally, the arrow test was a basic reaction time test.
In this task 40 leftwards and 40 rightwards pointing
arrows were presented on the computer screen. Partici-
pants were asked to press a left hand key as quickly
and as accurately as possible when an arrow was point-
ing to the left and a right hand key when an arrow was
pointing to the right. First, a fixation cross was present-
ed for 750, 1000, 1250, or 1500 ms, after which the arrow
was presented (10 leftward and 10 rightwards pointing
arrows for each duration). The arrow stayed on screen
until a response was made but no longer than 5000 ms.
The trials were presented in a different random order
for each participant. The task started with 20 practice
trials.

General procedure

All participants were tested individually in a dimly
illuminated room, except for five interpreters who were
tested individually in their own homes, because their
schedules did not allow them to visit the laboratory.
At the start of the session participants received both
written and verbally presented general information on
the plan for the experimental session. For each task a
detailed instruction was provided. The experimental ses-
sion began with voice-key practice. The complete session
took about two hours. Apart from brief breaks between
tasks, a five minute break occurred midway through the
session. In and across tasks none of the stimulus words
or picture names was repeated. The tasks were presented
to the participants in two different orders, one that start-
ed with the Dutch version and another that started with
the English version of the tasks: Voice-key practice; pic-
ture naming (English/Dutch), word span (English/
Dutch), word translation (into English/into Dutch),
reading span (English/Dutch), vocabulary task, speak-
ing span (English/Dutch), short break plus interpreting
task (not reported in this paper), word span (English/
Dutch), basic reaction time test, speaking span (Eng-
lish/Dutch), word translation (into English/into Dutch),
reading span (English/Dutch), picture naming (English/
Dutch), and the language questionnaire.
Results

A multivariate analysis of variance showed that no
effects of presentation order approached significance,
so this factor was not taken into account in further anal-
yses of the data. First, omnibus repeated-measures anal-
yses of variance are presented on all tasks to establish
the overall pattern of results. We then present specific
analyses targeted at two questions. First, we asked
whether there was a differential effect of language of
the task on performance of each participant group,
i.e., whether both students and interpreters reveal more
skilled performance in their L1 than in their L2. Second,
we examined group differences on each of the language
versions of the tasks. We therefore present separate
analyses for each language version.

All reported effects were tested against an a of 0.05.
Because the sample of interpreters is not very large
and, therefore, statistical power may be a concern, all
p values under 0.10 were also reported. Except for the
comparison between groups, which was the main focus
on this study, effects are only reported when significant.



Table 5
Analyses of variance results for Experiment 1: picture naming
(Group · Language), picture naming Dutch (Group · Cognate
status · Frequency), picture naming English (Group · Cognate
status · Frequency), translation (Group · Language), transla-
tion English–Dutch (Group · Cognate status · Frequency),
and Dutch–English (Group · Cognate status · Frequency)

Source Degrees
of freedom

F value p

Picture naming

Group 1, 50 3.48 .07
Language 1, 50 88.95*** <.001
Language ·Group 1, 50 6.67* .01

Picture naming Dutch

Group 1, 50 .26 .62
Cognate status 1, 50 39.5*** <.001
Cognate status · Group 1, 50 .39 .54
Frequency 1, 50 50.90*** <.001
Frequency · Group 1, 50 1.44 .24
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 50 6.62* .01
Cognate status ·
Frequency ·Group

1, 50 2.03 .16

Picture naming English

Group 1, 50 5.22* .03
Cognate status 1, 50 63.05*** <.001
Cognate status · Group 1, 50 .02 .86
Frequency 1, 50 55.09*** <.001
Frequency · Group 1, 50 3.15 .08
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 50 3.59 .06
Cognate status ·
Frequency ·Group

1, 50 3.18 .08

Translation (Group · Language)
Group 1, 50 6.77* .01
Language 1, 50 3.22 .08
Language ·Group 1, 50 3.20 .08

Translation English–Dutch

Group 1, 50 9.59** <.01
Cognate status 1, 50 147.74*** <.001
Cognate status · Group 1, 50 .01 .92
Frequency 1, 50 94.55*** <.001
Frequency · Group 1, 50 .96 .33
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 50 25.87*** <.001
Cognate status ·
Frequency ·Group

1, 50 .90 .35

Translation Dutch–English
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Word retrieval

Latency analyses are based on correct responses only.
Data on trials in which reaction times were below
100 ms and above 5000 ms were considered outliers
and removed from the analysis. This affected less than
0.5% of the data in all tasks in both languages (Dutch
picture naming: 0.1%; English picture naming: 0.4%;
Dutch–English translation: 0.4%; English–Dutch trans-
lation: 0.2%). Voice-key errors comprised 4.2% of the
data for Dutch picture naming, 8.8% for English picture
naming, 2.3% for Dutch–English translation, and 3.3%
for English–Dutch translation.1 In the overall analysis
of variance, presented first, the main focus was to estab-
lish whether the participant groups differed in lexical
retrieval latency. In these analyses the cognate and fre-
quency (word type) manipulations are, therefore, not
taken into account. In subsequent analyses by task,
the word type manipulations are taken into consider-
ation. Table 5 gives the F statistics and degrees of free-
dom associated with each source in the analyses.
Planned contrasts and 95% confidence intervals using
the mean-square error of the relevant interactions are
used to assess effects of language and group and stimulus
manipulations (Loftus & Masson, 1994; Masson & Lof-
tus, 2003).

No detailed analyses of the errors are presented
because in some conditions the percentage of errors is
rather small. Main effects of group and language on
the percentage of errors are reported to detect whether
there are any speed-accuracy trade-offs.

Picture naming

The average picture naming reaction time on the cor-
rect responses and percentage of errors for the different
groups of words are reported in Table 6 for both lan-
guages. The omnibus repeated-measures analysis of var-
iance for the picture naming test with group (students vs.
interpreters) as between-subjects factor and language
(Dutch vs. English) as within-subjects factor showed
that the groups differed marginally significantly from
each other; the interpreters were faster than the students
(881 and 975 ms, respectively, 95% confidence inter-
val = 62 ms). Furthermore, a significant difference due
Group 1, 50 3.22 .08
Cognate status 1, 50 126.04*** <.001
Cognate status · Group 1, 50 .39 .54
Frequency 1, 50 95.75*** <.001
Frequency · Group 1, 50 .62 .44
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 50 24.05*** <.001
Cognate status ·
Frequency ·Group

1, 50 5.56* .02

* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

1On the basis of a stimulus analysis, additional analyses were

performed on a subset of the stimuli. Stimuli were excluded

when there were less than 50% correct responses across the

students, the interpreters (Experiment 1), and the teachers

(Experiment 2). This resulted in exclusion of one picture for

Dutch picture naming, six pictures for English picture naming,

one word for Dutch–English translation, and three words for

English–Dutch translation (out of 72 stimuli per task). Removal

of these items did not affect the outcome patterns of the

statistical analysis.



Table 6
Picture naming: Mean reaction time (RT) in ms and percent
errors (% error) for high frequency (HF) and low frequency
(LF) cognate and noncognate words per language and per
group, and the difference in reaction time between the two
languages (language effect) for the students (Experiment 1),
the interpreters (Experiment 1 and 2), and the teachers
(Experiment 2)

Group Language Language
effectDutch English

RT % error RT % error RT

Students (n = 39)
Cognates
HF 707 1.0 925 2.3
LF 808 3.8 1183 9.8

Noncognates
HF 800 4.0 1117 15.5
LF 879 5.4 1381 39.0

Average 799 3.6 1152 16.7 �353

Interpreters (n = 13)
Cognates
HF 679 0.4 842 0.9
LF 782 3.4 917 4.7

Noncognates
HF 818 5.1 961 8.5
LF 843 8.1 1206 11.1

Average 781 4.3 982 6.3 �201

Teachers (n = 15)
Cognates
HF 710 1.1 762 1.9
LF 812 4.4 951 5.6

Noncognates
HF 789 4.4 943 4.1
LF 966 3.0 1181 11.5

Average 819 3.2 959 5.8 �140
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to language with faster reaction times for Dutch than for
English (790–1067 ms, 95% confidence interval = 36)
was qualified by an interaction between language and
group. Comparison against the 95% confidence interval
for the students (42 ms) and the interpreters (72 ms)
showed that not only the students but also the interpret-
ers were faster in Dutch than in English picture naming.
The disadvantage of naming pictures in the L2 was,
however, larger for the students (D = 353 ms) than for
the interpreters (D = 201 ms).

Separate analyses of variance were conducted for the
Dutch and the English version of the task, with group as
a between factor and cognate status (cognates vs. non-
cognates) and frequency (high frequency words vs. low
frequency words) as within factors. For Dutch picture
naming there was no statistically significant difference
in latencies between groups, 781–799 ms (95%
confidence interval = 61 ms). There were significant dif-
ferences due to cognate status (744 ms for cognates and
835 ms for noncognates, 95% confidence inter-
val = 25 ms), frequency (751 and 828 ms for high and
low frequency, 95% confidence interval = 18 ms), and
a significant interaction between cognate status and fre-
quency. The cognate effect is larger for high frequency
words (D = 103 ms) than for low frequency words
(D = 51 ms). The 95% confidence interval for each of
these differences was 21 ms. Noteworthy is that we
obtained no significant interactions of these factors with
group, indicating that there were no differences in per-
formance between the students and the interpreters in
Dutch picture naming.

For English picture naming the pattern of results was
quite different. In English we did find a significant differ-
ence in latencies between groups. The interpreters were
faster than the students in English picture naming
(981–1152, 95% confidence interval = 129 ms).

The same effects of the word manipulations emerged
in English as in Dutch: significant faster reaction times
due to cognate status (967 ms for cognates and
1166 ms for noncognates, 95% confidence inter-
val = 44 ms), frequency (961 and 1172 ms for high and
low frequent words, 95% confidence interval = 49 ms)
and a marginally significant interaction. The cognate
effect was smaller for high frequency words
(D = 156 ms) than low frequency words (D = 189 ms).
The 95% confidence interval for each of these differences
was 45 ms.

The error analysis showed that the percentage of
errors was higher for the students than for the interpret-
ers, 10.1–5.3% (95% confidence interval = 1.6%,
F (1,38) = 11.18, p = .002), that more errors were made
in the L2 than the L1, 11.5–3.9% (95% confidence inter-
val = 1.6%, F (1,50) = 34.16, p < .001), and that this was
especially the case for the students (students: D = 13.1%,
95% confidence interval = 1.8%, interpreters: D = 2.0%,
95% confidence interval = 3.2%, F (1,50) = 34.16,
p < .001). This pattern of results corresponds to the
latency data.

Word translation

The mean correct translation reaction times and per-
centage of errors for each group of words in the two
translation directions are reported in Table 7. The omni-
bus repeated-measures analysis of variance, with group
(students vs. interpreters) as a between-subjects factor
and language (Dutch–English translation vs. English–
Dutch translation) as a within-subjects factor, showed
that the latencies between groups differed significantly
from each other. Reaction times were faster for inter-
preters than for students, 817–945 ms (95% confidence
interval = 61 ms). Furthermore, both the difference due
to translation direction, and the interaction between lan-
guage and group were marginally significant. Planned



Table 7
Word translation: Mean reaction time in ms (RT) and percent
errors (% error) for high frequency (HF) and low frequency
(LF) cognate and noncognate words per translation direction,
and the difference between the two languages in reaction time
(language effect) for the students (Experiment 1), the interpret-
ers (Experiments 1 and 2), and the teachers (Experiment 2)

Group Language Language
effectEnglish–Dutch Dutch–English

RT % error RT % error RT

Students (n = 39)
Cognates

HF 784 1.3 712 1.1
LF 944 8.7 904 3.7

Noncognates
HF 959 5.0 883 3.8
LF 1225 29.1 1149 29.9

Average 978 11.0 912 9.6 66

Interpreters (n = 13)
Cognates

HF 656 1.3 656 .43
LF 753 0.9 745 .43

Noncognates
HF 803 2.1 782 1.3
LF 1055 5.1 1083 12.8

Average 817 2.35 817 3.74 0

Teachers (n = 15)
Cognates

HF 657 0.4 663 0.0
LF 738 1.5 721 1.1

Noncognates
HF 763 0.7 769 0.0
LF 992 4.1 986 12.6

Average 787 1.7 785 3.4 2
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contrasts revealed only for the students an effect of lan-
guage. The students translated faster from Dutch into
English, than from English into Dutch2 (D = 66 ms).
For the interpreters, translation was equally fast in both
directions of translation (D = 0 ms). The 95% confidence
intervals for the difference between means were 45 ms
for the interpreters and 26 ms for the students.

Separate repeated-measures analyses of variance
were conducted for both translation directions with
group as a between subjects-factor and cognate status
2Note that this effect of translation direction was opposite to

what is predicted by the revised hierarchical model (Kroll &

Stewart, 1994). Repeatedly an advantage is observed for

translation into the L1 (e.g., Kroll, Michael, Tokowicz, &

Dufour, 2002). However, null-effects, or faster translation into

the L2 are not isolated findings (Christoffels et al., 2003; De

Groot et al., 1994; De Groot & Poot, 1997; La Heij et al., 1996;

Van Hell & De Groot, 1998b).
(cognates vs. noncognates) and word frequency (high
frequency vs. low frequency) as within-subjects factors.
These analyses revealed that for English–Dutch transla-
tion, the interpreters were faster than the students, 817–
978 ms (95% confidence interval = 91 ms). Also for
Dutch–English translation the interpreters were faster
than the students, 817–912 ms (95% confidence inter-
val = 93 ms), although for Dutch–English translation
this difference was marginally significant and qualified
by a significant three-way interaction of group, cognate
status, and frequency. Both in English–Dutch transla-
tion and in Dutch–English translation there were signif-
icant differences due to cognate status (English–Dutch:
784 ms for cognates compared to 1010 ms for noncog-
nates, 95% confidence interval = 32 ms, and Dutch–En-
glish: 755 ms for cognates compared to 974 ms for
noncognates, 95% confidence interval = 35 ms). There
was also a significant difference due to frequency (Eng-
lish–Dutch: 800 and 994 ms for high and low frequency,
95% confidence interval = 35 ms; Dutch–English: 758
and 970 ms for high and low frequency, 95% confidence
interval = 38 ms) and a significant interaction between
cognates status and frequency. For English–Dutch
translation the effect of cognate status was smaller for
high frequency words (D = 161) than for low frequency
words (D = 291). The 95% confidence interval for each
of these differences was 31 ms. For Dutch–English trans-
lation the 95% confidence interval for these differences
was calculated separately for the interpreters (66 ms)
and for the students (38 ms). For both groups the effect
of cognate status was smaller for high—than for low fre-
quency words (interpreters: D = 136 and D = 337 ms,
respectively; students: D = 171 and D = 245 ms,
respectively).

The percentage of errors was significantly higher for
the students than for the interpreters, 10.5–3.0% (95%
confidence interval = 1.9%, F (1,50) = 21.26, p < .001),
indicating that the group differences were not due to a
speed-accuracy trade-off. There was no difference in
errors between translation directions, F (1,50) < 1,
p > .10, but this factor interacted with group,
F (1,50) = 21.26, p = .047. The students made slightly
fewer errors (D = 1.35%, 95% confidence inter-
val = 1.84) and the interpreters made slightly more
errors (D = 1.4%, 95% confidence interval = 3.18) in
Dutch–English translation than in the reverse transla-
tion direction.

Memory

Repeated-measures analyses of variance were con-
ducted for the memory tests with group (students vs.
interpreters) as between-subjects factor and language
(Dutch vs. English) as within-subjects factor. Table 8
gives the F statistics and degrees of freedom associated
with each source in the analyses. Planned contrast and



Table 8
Analyses of variance results for Experiment 1: reading span
(Group · Language), speaking span (Group · Language), and
word span (Group · Language)

Source Degrees of freedom F value p

Reading span

Group 1, 50 4.76* .03
Language 1, 50 7.15* .01
Language ·Group 1, 50 2.12 .15

Speaking span

Group 1, 50 16.23*** <.001
Language 1, 50 19.78*** <.001
Language ·Group 1, 50 6.46* .01

Word span

Group 1, 50 14.66*** <.001
Language 1, 50 .36 .55
Language ·Group 1, 50 5.24* .03

* p < .05.
*** p < .001.
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95% confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994; Mas-
son & Loftus, 2003) are used to assess the difference
between the Dutch version and the English version of
the tasks (effect of language) for each participant group
separately, followed by a contrast designed to assess the
effect of group when tests were administered in the L1
and in the L2. The average performance of the interpret-
ers and the students on the memory tasks is presented in
Table 9.
Table 9
Reading span, speaking span, and word span

Task Language Language
effectDutch (L1) English (L2)

Reading span

Students 34.00 31.13 2.87
Interpreters 35.39 34.54 .85
Teachers 32.06 30.73 1.33

Speaking span

Students 29.00 24.77 4.23
Interpreters 32.08 30.92 1.16
Teachers 28.80 25.60 3.2

Word span

Students 3.59 3.05 0.54
Interpreters 5.00 5.92 �0.92
Teachers 3.80 2.40 1.4

Mean number of correctly recalled words on the reading span
and the speaking span tasks (maximum score = 42), and mean
number of correctly recalled series of words in the word span
task per language for students (Experiment 1), interpreters
(Experiments 1 and 2), and teachers (Experiment 2).
Reading span

For the reading span task, a repeated-measures anal-
ysis of variance revealed statistically significant differ-
ences between groups, indicating that performance was
better for the interpreters than for the students, 34.96–
32.56 (95% confidence interval = 1.35). Furthermore, a
significant difference due to language revealed better per-
formance for the Dutch (34.69) than the English (32.83)
version of the task (95% confidence interval = .86). The
interaction between group and language was not signif-
icant. The 95% confidence interval for the difference
between the means for English and Dutch was 1.71 for
the interpreters and .99 for the students. For the inter-
preters there was no significant effect of language
(D = .85). In contrast, the students performed better
on the Dutch version than on the English version
(D = 2.87). Furthermore, the 95% confidence interval
for the difference between the means of the groups
(1.35) suggests that the interpreters were significantly
better than the students on both the English version,
(D = 3.41), and the Dutch version (D = 1.39).

Speaking span

For the speaking span task we obtained significant
differences in latencies between groups (interpreters:
31.50 and students: 26.89, 95% confidence inter-
val = 1.41) and languages (Dutch: 30.54, and English:
27.85, 95% confidence interval = .76). Moreover, there
was an interaction between group and language. The
95% confidence interval for the difference between the
means for the English and Dutch version for the inter-
preters (1.49) and for the students (.86) showed that
for the difference between the Dutch version and the
English version of the task was not significant for the
interpreters (D = 1.16), whereas the students performed
better on the Dutch version than on the English version
(D = 4.23). The difference between groups persisted in
each language separately, the interpreters performing
better than the students on both the English version
(D = 6.15), and the Dutch version (D = 3.08). The 95%
confidence interval for the difference between the means
of the groups was 1.41.

Word span

For the word span task we obtained a significant dif-
ference in performance between groups (interpreters:
5.46, and students: 3.32, 95% confidence interval = .69),
and an interaction between group and language. The
95% confidence interval for the difference between the
means for the English and Dutch version for the inter-
preters (.78) and for the students (.45) showed that,
unexpectedly, the interpreters performed worse on the
Dutch version than on the English version of the task
(D = .92). The students performed better on the Dutch
version (D = .54). The 95% confidence interval for the
difference between the means of the groups is .69. On
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both the Dutch and the English versions, the interpreters
performed better than the students (D = 1.41 ms and
D = 2.87 ms, respectively).

Control tasks

Average scores on the vocabulary test were .60 for
the students and .86 for the interpreters. On the arrow
test, the average reaction times were 347 ms for the stu-
dents and 418 ms for the interpreters. Independent sam-
ples t tests were conducted on performance for each of
these tasks. The analyses showed that interpreters per-
formed better on the vocabulary test, t (50) = 8.45,
p < .001, but that the students outperformed the inter-
preters on the arrow reaction time test, t (50) = 6.39,
p < .001. The arrow test is therefore the only test in
our experiment on which the students outperformed
the interpreters. This difference may be due an effect of
age on speed of processing, attributable to the fact that
the interpreters were approximately 20 years older than
the university students (see Table 1).
Summary and discussion

The main results for the word retrieval tasks can be
summarized as follows. On both the translation and pic-
ture naming tasks the interpreters were faster than the
students. In picture naming this group effect was present
only in English. The only linguistic task in which the stu-
dents did not differ significantly from the interpreters
was Dutch (L1) picture naming. Fast lexical retrieval
seems, therefore, to be a relevant subskill of simulta-
neous interpreting

Given that the interpreters were slower on the basic
reaction time task it is especially noteworthy that they
were faster overall in word retrieval. The relative slowness
of the interpreters in the arrow task raises the possibility
that if interpreters were to bematched in terms of agewith
a bilingual group like the students, also on this task the
interpreters might actually be faster. Another possibility
is that picture naming in the L1 is already at ceiling in
all participants so that interpreting experience does not
influence retrieval times in the L1. Note that the interpret-
ers are as fast as the students onDutchpicture naming and
faster on the other lexical retrieval tasks.

As expected, picture naming in the L2 was in general
slower than picture naming in the L1. Perhaps surpris-
ing, this is also the case for the professional interpreters,
who are presumably highly proficient in their L2. The
difference between L1 and L2 picture naming was larger
for the students. These results show that in the picture
naming task an effect of language dominance occurs
even in highly proficient bilinguals (the results also clear-
ly indicate that the interpreters were dominant in
Dutch). At the same time there was no effect of transla-
tion direction in the word translation task in this group.
For the students on the other hand, it did matter what
direction they translated in. They translated faster from
Dutch into English than from English into Dutch.

Comparisons between students and interpreters on
the (working) memory span tasks showed a clear pat-
tern: The interpreters outperformed the students on all
three memory tasks. Interestingly, the advantage of the
interpreters over the students also held in Dutch,
although this difference was not significant for the read-
ing span task. Finally, the students’ performance was
affected negatively by being tested in their L2, whereas
for the interpreters the language they were tested in
had no effect on their performance. Memory skills thus
appear to be relevant for simultaneous interpreting.

In all, this study showed clear differences between the
students and the interpreters on all of the measured subs-
kills that we assumed to underlie successful interpreting.
However, the two groups we tested differ in more than
one way from each other. Most importantly, they do
not only differ in the amount of interpreting experience
they have, they also differ in their L2 language proficiency.
Therefore, the differences between the students and the
interpreters may be due to general differences in English
(L2) proficiency, rather than to differences in interpreting
experience.However, the fact that, at least for thememory
tests, we found an advantage of the interpreters over the
students when they were tested in their L1 speaks against
such an interpretation of our findings. It suggests that the
differences between groups cannot be explained by lan-
guage proficiency alone.

The exact role of language proficiency in perfor-
mance in our tasks remains unclear. This is because it
is difficult to tease apart the roles of language processes
and capacity. The reason is that, on the one hand, the
capacity measures are language based as well, whereas
on the other hand, there is ample evidence that cognitive
resources affect language processing (e.g., Daneman &
Green, 1986; Daneman & Merikle, 1996; Gathercole &
Baddeley, 1993; Hartsuiker & Barkhuysen, 2006; Just
& Carpenter, 1992) and may be particularly critical in
processing the L2 (e.g., Kroll et al., 2002; Michael &
Gollan, 2005; Miyake, 1998).

In the next experiment, we again assessed bilingual
performance on lexical retrieval and memory tasks,
using a new group of bilinguals who were more profi-
cient in their L2 than the bilingual university students,
but who, as the university students, had no previous
experience or training in simultaneous interpretation.
Experiment 2: Interpreters and Dutch teachers of English

In this experiment, we tested native Dutch speakers
who were teachers of English. We used the same battery
of tasks on which interpreters and bilinguals were com-
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pared in Experiment 1. We chose to include teachers of
English because they are similar to the professional
interpreters in several important ways. Most critically,
they are likely to have obtained an equally high level
of proficiency in English as a second language. Further-
more, they are more similar in age to the interpreters
and share a more similar educational background—par-
ticipants in both groups often held a degree in English.
They share an interest in language in general, and in
English in particular, and are professionally involved
in English on a daily basis. The crucial difference
between the two groups is the amount of simultaneous
interpreting experience they have had: none for the
teachers and many years for the interpreters.

With the inclusion of the teachers, we may start to
tease apart the relation between individual differences
in first and second language processes and cognitive
capacity. If the differences between the students and
the interpreters in Experiment 1 were solely based on
differences in second language proficiency rather than
interpreting experience, the teachers should perform
very similarly to the interpreters. However, if the better
performance of the interpreters is specifically related to
their extensive interpreting experience, they should out-
perform the teachers.
Method

Participants

Fifteen teachers of English participated in this exper-
iment, all of whom where native speakers of Dutch.
They were all teaching at the higher levels of secondary
education in the Netherlands. They had on average 19
years of experience in teaching English. The teachers
were comparable to the interpreters in educational back-
ground (most participants held a Bachelors or Masters
degree in English). They were also comparable in age.
Participant characteristics and language questionnaire
data are reported in Table 1.

Materials and procedure

The materials used in this experiment were the same
as in Experiment 1. All tests were conducted on a Mac-
intosh Powerbook G3 using the same apparatus and
procedures as in Experiment 1. Nine teachers were tested
in the laboratory, six were tested at their homes. The
experiment was otherwise identical to Experiment 1.
Results

The same statistical analyses were conducted as in
Experiment 1 except that the data for the teachers was
compared to the data from the interpreters reported in
Experiment 1.

Word retrieval

Table 10 gives the F statistics and degrees of freedom
associated with each source in the analyses.

Picture naming

The mean correct picture naming reaction times for
each group in the two languages are reported in Table
5. The omnibus repeated-measures analysis of variance
with group (interpreters vs. teachers) as a between-sub-
jects factor and language (Dutch vs. English) as with-
in-subjects factor showed that there were no differences
in latencies between groups (interpreters: 786 ms, teach-
ers: 817 ms, 95% confidence interval = 85 ms). Similar to
the results of Experiment 1, we found faster perfor-
mance for Dutch than for English, 800–970 ms (95%
confidence interval = 82 s). Like the interpreters and
students in Experiment 1, the teachers were faster in
Dutch than in English picture naming (D = 140 ms;
95% confidence interval for the teachers: 58 ms).

For Dutch picture naming, the repeated-measures
analysis of variance with group (interpreters vs. teach-
ers) as a between-subjects factor and cognate status
(cognates vs. noncognates) and frequency (high frequen-
cy words vs. low frequency words) as within-subject fac-
tors revealed no differences between latencies between
teachers and interpreters, 819–781 ms (95% confidence
interval = 115 ms). There were significant differences
due to cognate status and frequency. Cognates were
responded to faster than noncognates (746–854 ms,
95% confidence interval = 41 ms) and high frequency
words faster than low frequency words (749–851 ms,
95% confidence interval = 38 ms). Furthermore, group,
cognate status, and frequency interacted. For the teach-
ers the cognate effect was smaller for high frequency
words (D = 79 ms) than low frequency words
(D = 154 ms), for the interpreters the effect was larger
for or high frequency words (D = 139 ms) than for low
frequency words (D = 61 ms). The 95% confidence inter-
val for these differences was 51 ms for the teachers and
55 ms for the interpreters. The pattern of the cognate
effects in the native language was therefore slightly dif-
ferent for the two groups.

It is noteworthy that for English picture naming we
obtained no significant main effect of group, nor any
interactions with this factor. As expected, we did obtain
a significant differences due to cognate status and fre-
quency, and these factors also interacted with each
other. Cognates were responded to faster than noncog-
nates (868–1073 ms, 95% confidence interval = 44 ms),
and high frequency words faster than low frequency
words (877–1063 ms, 95% confidence interval = 51 ms).
The effect of cognates status was smaller for high fre-



Table 10
Analyses of variance results for Experiment: picture naming
(Group · Language), picture naming Dutch (Group · Cognate
status · Frequency),English(Group · Cognatestatus · Frequency),
translation (Group · Language), translation English–Dutch
(Group · Cognate status · Frequency), and Dutch–English
(Group · Cognate status · Frequency)

Source Degrees
of freedom

F value p

Picture naming (Group · Language)

Group 1, 26 .02 .86
Language 1, 26 34.47*** <.001
Language · Group 1, 26 1.10 .30

Picture naming Dutch

Group 1, 26 .48 .49
Cognate status 1, 26 28.52*** <.001
Cognate status ·Group 1, 26 .17 .67
Frequency 1, 26 29.63 .53
Frequency ·Group 1, 26 4.03 .06
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 26 .004 .95
Cognate status ·
Frequency · Group

1, 26 7.08 .21

Picture naming English

Group 1, 26 .10 .75
Cognate status 1, 26 91.04*** <.001
Cognate status ·Group 1, 26 .001 .97
Frequency 1, 26 56.12*** <.001
Frequency ·Group 1, 26 1.14 .29
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 26 6.19* .02
Cognate status ·
Frequency · Group

1, 26 1.91 .18

Translation (Group · Language)

Group 1, 26 .73 .40
Language 1, 26 .01 .94
Language · Group 1, 26 .01 .95

Translation English–Dutch

Group 1, 26 .63 .43
Cognate status 1, 26 165.64*** <.001
Cognate status ·Group 1, 26 1.93 .18
Frequency 1, 26 203.54*** <.001
Frequency ·Group 1, 26 .96 .33
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 26 49.67*** <.001
Cognate status ·
Frequency · Group

1, 26 .02 .87

Translation Dutch–English

Group 1, 26 .56 .46
Cognate status 1, 26 85.37*** <.001
Cognate status ·Group 1, 26 1.06 .31
Frequency 1, 26 80.80*** <.001
Frequency ·Group 1, 26 2.36 .14
Cognate status · Frequency 1, 26 29.91*** <.001
Cognate status ·
Frequency · Group

1, 26 .59 .45

* p < .05.
*** p < .001.
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quency (D = 150 ms) than for low frequency words
(D = 259 ms). The 95% confidence interval for these dif-
ferences was 47 ms.

Analyses of the percentage of errors showed that
these did not significantly differ between the teachers
and the interpreters, nor between the L1 and the L2
(teachers: 4.5 and interpreters: 5.3, 95% confidence inter-
val = 1.16%, F (1,26) < 1, p > .10). There were more
errors for English picture naming than Dutch picture
naming (L1: 3.8%, and L2: 6.0%, 95% confidence inter-
val = 1.11%, F (1,26) = 8.77, p < .01). In general, in the
picture naming task we obtained a very similar pattern
of results for the teachers and the interpreters.

Word translation

The mean correct word translation reaction times for
each direction of translation are reported in Table 7. A
repeated measures analysis of variance revealed no sig-
nificant effect of group (interpreters: 786 ms, and teach-
ers: 817 ms, 95% confidence interval = 82 ms) and no
effect of translation direction. As was the case for the
interpreters, for the teachers it did not matter whether
they translated into or from the L1 (787–785, 95% con-
fidence interval = 42 ms). This suggests that there were
no differences in performance between the teachers and
interpreters in word translation.

Separate analyses per language showed exactly the
same pattern. Neither in Dutch–English translation
nor in English–Dutch translation was there a significant
effect of group, but significant effects on latency were
obtained due to cognate status and frequency and a sig-
nificant interaction between the latter two variables was
obtained. For both translation directions cognates were
responded to faster than noncognates (696–905 ms for
Dutch–English translation, 95% confidence inter-
val = 46 ms, and 701–903 ms for English–Dutch transla-
tion, 95% confidence interval = 28 ms) and high
frequency words were responded to faster than low fre-
quency words (717–883 ms for Dutch–English transla-
tion, 95% confidence interval = 46 ms, and 719–884 ms
for English–Dutch translation, 95% confidence inter-
val = 32 ms). For Dutch–English translation the effect
of cognate status was smaller for high frequency words
(D = 116 ms) than for low frequency words
(D = 301 ms). The 95% confidence interval for these dif-
ferences was 49 ms. Also for English–Dutch translation
the effect of cognate status was smaller for high frequen-
cy words (D = 126 ms) than for low frequency words
(D = 278 ms). The 95% confidence interval for these dif-
ferences was 35 ms.

For the percentage of errors there was also no differ-
ence between groups (interpreters: 3.0%, teachers: 2.5%,
95% confidence interval = 0.7%, F (1,26) < 1, p > .10).
More errors were made translating into English than
into Dutch (2.0–3.6%, 95% confidence interval = 0.5%,
F (1,26) = 19.82, p < .001).
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Memory

The average performance on the memory tasks is giv-
en in Table 9. Table 11 gives the F statistics and degrees
of freedom associated with each source in the analyses.

Reading span

A repeated-measures analysis of variance revealed a
significant difference between groups. Performance was
better for the interpreters than for the teachers 34.96–
31.40, 95% confidence interval = 1.56. There was no sig-
nificant difference between languages. Comparison
against the 95% confidence interval for the teachers
(1.45) showed that, similar to the results for the inter-
preters, the difference between Dutch and English read-
ing span was not significant for the teachers (D = 1.33).
Furthermore, the 95% confidence interval for the differ-
ence between the means of the groups was 1.56. The
interpreters performed significantly better than the
teachers on both the Dutch (D = 3.32), and the English
reading span task (D = 3.81).

Speaking span

For the speaking span task, analysis revealed a signif-
icant difference between groups (interpreters: 31.50, and
teachers: 27.20, 95% confidence interval = 1.68) and lan-
guages (Dutch: 30.44, and English: 28.26, 95% confi-
dence interval = .66), and an interaction between
group and language.

In contrast to the interpreters, the teachers differed in
performance on the Dutch and English versions of the
task: Like the students in Experiment 1, the teachers per-
formed significantly better on the Dutch version
(D = 3.20; 95% confidence interval for teach-
Table 11
Analyses of variance results Experiment 2: reading span
(Group · Language), speaking span (Group · Language), and
word span (Group · Language)

Source Degrees of freedom F value p

Reading span

Group 1, 26 10.92** <.01
Language 1, 26 2.22 .15
Language ·Group 1, 26 .11 .74

Speaking span

Group 1, 26 13.81** <.01
Language 1, 26 22.28*** <.001
Language ·Group 1, 26 4.92* .035

Word span

Group 1, 26 13.32** .001
Language 1, 26 .36 .55
Language ·Group 1, 26 8.53** .01

* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.
ers = .91 ms). Furthermore, the 95% confidence interval
for the difference between the means of the groups (1.68)
suggests that the interpreters performed better than the
teachers on both the Dutch (D = 3.28) and the English
version (D = 5.32) of the speaking span task.

Word span

The analysis for the word span task revealed a signif-
icant difference between groups (interpreters: 5.46, and
teachers: 3.1, 95% confidence interval = 1.56), and an
interaction between group and language.

Again, in contrast to the interpreters, the teachers
performed significantly better on the Dutch than on
the English word span task (D = 1.40; 95% confidence
interval for teachers = .79). Furthermore, the 95% confi-
dence interval for the difference between the means of
the groups was 0.94. The interpreters performed better
than the teachers on both the Dutch version (D = 3.52)
and on the English version (D = 1.20) of the task.

Control tasks

On the vocabulary test and the arrow reaction time
test independent samples t tests were conducted. These
analyses showed that interpreters and the teachers per-
formed similarly on both the vocabulary test,
t (26) < 1, p > .10, and on the arrow test t (26) = 1.49,
p > .10. The average performance of the teachers was
.82 for the vocabulary test and 407 ms for the arrow test
(the average performance was .86 and 418 ms, respec-
tively, for the interpreters).
Summary of results

The teachers appeared to perform similarly to the
interpreters on the lexical retrieval tasks. Moreover, on
the two control tasks there was no difference between
the teachers and the interpreters. This latter result sug-
gests that our assumption was warranted that these
two groups of participants were comparable to each
other. The main conclusion we can draw from these
results is that the interpreters were not more efficient
in the retrieval of words than the teachers. Performance
on the two processing tasks was virtually the same.

The critical finding in Experiment 2 was that the two
groups performed differently on the memory tasks.
Comparisons on the working memory span measures
showed that the interpreters outperformed the teachers
on all three tasks. The interpreters’ performance was
better regardless of the language of testing. In contrast
to the interpreters, although the teachers were clearly
very proficient in their L2, their performance on the
memory tests was poorer when they were tested in L2
than in L1 (although not significantly so for the reading
span test).



3Repeated-measures analysis of variance on the picture

naming task involving the students and the teachers as levels

of the factor group revealed marginally significant main effects

of group, indicating that the teachers were faster than the

bilinguals, F (1,50) = 3.32, p= .074, g2 = .06, and a signifi-

cant interaction between group and language, F (1,50) = 16.13,

p< .001, g2 = .24. For the word translation task the effect of

was group also significant, F (1, 50) = 16.28, p < .001,

g2 = .24. In contrast, similar analyses on the working memory

tasks revealed no effects of groups, reading span F= 1.34;

speaking span and word span, Fs < 1, but the main effects of

language were significant, indicating better performance on the

Dutch version of the tasks, reading span F (1,52) = 11.05,

p= .001; g2 = .18; speaking span, F (1,52) = 42.42, p< .001,

g2 = .45; word span, F (1,52) = 11.55, p= .001, g2 = .18.
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General discussion

The three participant groups in this study provided a
unique opportunity to separate the effects of interpreting
experience and language proficiency. The results of
Experiments 1 and 2 may best be compared when the
three participant groups are observed together. For this
purpose, we plotted the data of the three groups for each
of the tasks. Fig. 1 shows the results of the picture nam-
ing task and the word translation task, collapsed over
word types.

These data show clearly that the interpreters and the
teachers performed very similarly whereas the students
were much slower (except in the only task that involves
processing in the L1 exclusively, i.e., Dutch picture
naming). We may conclude from this that efficient lex-
ical retrieval is not uniquely relevant for interpreting
and may be mediated by general language proficiency.
This does not imply that fluent word retrieval is not
important in simultaneous interpreting. In fact, we
recently observed a high correlation between word
retrieval skill and interpreting performance in partici-
pants without any previous experience in simultaneous
interpreting (Christoffels et al., 2003). The present find-
ing that the teachers performed similarly to the inter-
preters merely indicates that word retrieval is not
uniquely related to simultaneous interpreting. Lexical
retrieval is not ‘boosted’ any further by professional
interpreting than by another profession that demands
high proficiency in the L2 (i.e., the teaching of Eng-
lish). This latter finding illustrates that, when searching
for specific subskills involved in interpreting, one has to
be careful in choosing an appropriate comparison
group. Note, however, that the latencies in English pic-
ture naming and translation for both the interpreters
and the teachers were shorter than those of the stu-
dents even though the arrow test indicated that the
basic, nonlinguistic reaction time of the teachers and
interpreters was slower.

In the working memory tasks, the pattern of results
was clearly different. The data for the reading span,
speaking span, and word span tasks for the three groups
are presented in Fig. 2.

This figure shows that in general the interpreters not
only had a higher memory capacity than the students
and the teachers, but also that they performed similarly
in L1 and L2. In contrast to the lexical retrieval tasks, on
this set of tasks the teachers’ performance was similar to
that of the students, not to that of the interpreters. Like
the students, the teachers show an effect of language:
their memory capacity was larger when they were tested
in L1. We will discuss this language effect later.

In sum, the combined results of Experiments 1 and
2 showed that the teachers performed like the inter-
preters on the word retrieval tasks and on the control
tasks, but like the bilingual students on the working
memory tasks. To further examine this result, we con-
ducted an additional set of analyses to compare the
bilingual students directly to the teachers. The analy-
ses on the lexical retrieval tasks produced the same
pattern of results as the analyses comparing the stu-
dents to the interpreters. The teachers, like the inter-
preters, were faster to perform these word
production tasks than the bilingual students. Howev-
er, on the memory span tasks the teachers and the
students did not differ from each other.3 Thus, it
seems that professional interpreting experience is spe-
cifically associated with elevated verbal memory
capacity. The relation of skilled interpreting to superi-
or memory skills is perhaps even more compelling if
we consider that the teachers and the students either
have been, or are currently, enrolled in university-level
education, which also involves frequent use of Eng-
lish. The teachers and students can therefore be
thought to represent the high end of the scale both
in terms of proficiency and capacity, suggesting that
the interpreters’ performance on the memory tasks is
truly exceptional.

Recent research provides evidence that memory
capacity and word translation performance may be
related, in the sense that higher cognitive capacity is
associated with better performance on a word transla-
tion task (Kroll et al., 2002). Nevertheless, a graphical
models analysis indicated that working memory tasks
and translation each had an independent effect on
simultaneous interpreting-performance (Christoffels
et al., 2003). Furthermore, the present study showed
a dissociation between the two subsets of tasks, work-
ing memory and lexical retrieval. The fact that, on the
one hand, the teachers may be distinguished from the
students by their performance on the lexical retrieval
tasks, and on the other hand, from the interpreters
by their performance on the working memory tasks
suggests that lexical retrieval and working memory
may be regarded as different independent dimensions
of participants’ skills.



Fig. 1. Average reaction times on the picture naming and word translation tasks per group.
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Bilingual working memory

The superior short-term andworkingmemory skills of
the interpretersmay be related to several task components
of simultaneous interpreting. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, interpreting may be regarded as a dual-task situ-
ation because of the simultaneity of comprehension and
production processes. Short-term memory is taxed
because of the time-lag between input and output. Fur-
thermore, the requirement to manage two languages
may be related to increased cognitive control. The inter-
preters were better at both the working memory and
short-termmemory tasks. Storage and processing aspects
of (working) memory have been shown to have mutual
influence in a reading span task (Saito & Miyake, 2004)
suggesting that both storage and processing aspects are
important. In this context it is noteworthy that interpret-
ers are resistant to the detrimental effects of articulatory
suppression (e.g., Padilla et al., 2005) and that recall under
these conditions is related to interpreting performance in
untrained interpreting (Christoffels, in press). Perhaps
one aspect of efficiency in processing may be the efficiency
of transfer of information from a short-termmemory pre-
sentation to a semantically based longer-term memory
(see Christoffels, in press).

In the present study, memory capacity was assessed
in both the L1 and the L2, because functional memory
capacity may differ in two languages. Indeed, for two
of our participant groups, the teachers and the students,
it did. In general, a straightforward interpretation of the
differences between native and nonnative span is that
they are caused by the fact that processing in the L2 is
less efficient and therefore takes up more resources, leav-
ing less capacity available for storage (e.g., Just & Car-
penter, 1992; Bayliss, Jarrold, Gunn, & Baddeley,
2003). Although this is bound to be an important factor,
we also found recall differences in the two languages on
the word span task, a task that does not require both the
storage and processing of information. Clearly, there is
some difference between our groups even in the ability
to passively store verbal information in the second
language.

We used two different types of working memory
tasks. Daneman and Green (1986) argued that resources
may be domain specific, and that therefore different pro-
cessing tasks should be used when investigating the role
of capacity in different domains (i.e., language compre-
hension versus production). On the other hand, Dan-
eman and Merikle (1996) compared verbal processing
tasks with mathematical processing tasks, and conclud-
ed that it is not important how exactly verbal working
memory is measured to be predictive of language com-
prehension. The question whether or not resources are
domain specific is beyond the scope of this paper (see
MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002; for a discussion of
this issue). Nevertheless, since we assessed capacity in
two languages, the question presents itself whether the
particular task we used or the language we tested in
was the more important determinant of performance.
To examine this issue, the correlations between the dif-
ferent versions of the memory test may be informative.
They showed that nearly all versions of all memory tasks
correlated significantly with each other, suggesting that
they tap into a common factor. The correlations were
not systematically higher between the Dutch and the
English version of the same task than between the same
language versions of different tasks (Dutch vs. English
reading span, r = .45; Dutch vs. English speaking span,
r = .63; reading span vs. speaking span Dutch, r = .55;
reading span vs. speaking span English, r = .51,
p’s < .001), but the latter correlations tended to be high-
er than when both task and language differ. This sug-
gests that task type and language of testing are equally
important in determining performance. Correlations of



Fig. 2. Average scores on the reading span, speaking span, and word span tasks per group.
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the working memory tasks with the word span task were
somewhat lower, especially in Dutch (Dutch vs. English
word span: r = .53, reading span vs. word span in
Dutch: r = .28, reading span vs. word span English:
r = .44; speaking span vs. word span Dutch r = .28,
speaking span vs. word span English r = .49, p’s < .05).

A rather intriguing finding is the fact that the teach-
ers, unlike the interpreters, showed a language effect in
the memory tasks even though they performed very sim-
ilar to the interpreters on all language related tasks (i.e.,
the two lexical retrieval tasks and the English vocabu-
lary test). Especially in the L2 the teachers’ functional
capacity was smaller than the interpreters’ capacity. It
seems that although the knowledge of English of the
two groups is very similar, the interpreters’ processing
and storage in English was more efficient. In other
words, the two groups are differentially affected by lan-
guage in a way that manifests itself in processing and
storage capacity rather than in the speed of lexical
retrieval.
Frequency and cognate effects

Pictures with high-frequency names were named fast-
er than pictures with low frequency names, and similar-
ly, high frequency words were translated faster than low
frequency words, replicating previously reported effects
of word frequency (e.g., De Groot, 1992; Jescheniak &
Levelt, 1994). We also found strong effects of cognate
status, in both word translation and picture naming.
Cognates have been found to facilitate translation
(e.g., De Groot et al., 1994; Kroll et al., 2002; Kroll &
Stewart, 1994; Sanchez Casas et al., 1992) and picture
naming (Christoffels et al., 2003; Costa et al., 2000;
Kroll, Dijkstra, Janssen, & Schriefers, in preparation).
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Thus, we replicated these effects for the students and
extended them to teachers and interpreters, groups that,
to our knowledge, have not been tested before on these
tasks.

In translation, the size of the cognate-effect has been
shown to depend on proficiency in the L2 and also on
memory span for second language learners at early stag-
es of acquisition (Kroll et al., 2002). Therefore, differenc-
es in L2 proficiency and interpreting experience in our
participants may result in differences in how cognate sta-
tus influences latency on the word retrieval tasks. The
interpreters especially may be hypothesized to exercise
strong control on the relative activation of information
in each of their languages. If the interpreters are better
able to modulate the influence of the nontarget lan-
guage, the cognate effect may be attenuated. To see
whether this was the case, we performed a separate anal-
ysis with the factor group as between-subject factor
(with all three participant groups), and language and
cognate status as within-subject-factors (i.e., we col-
lapsed over frequency). The interaction between group
and cognate status did not reach significance, neither
for picture naming nor for translation (F < 1 and
F = 1.01, respectively). This strongly suggests that there
are no qualitative differences between groups with
respect to the cognate effect. It seems then that the mag-
nitude of this effect is not influenced by the amount of
processing resources available or by language proficien-
cy in our three relatively proficient participant groups.

Interestingly, for each of the groups we obtained a
cognate effect in the Dutch picture naming task (see
results sections). In other words, even though no words
were actually presented in the picture naming task, the
fact that the name of the picture in L1 has a translation
equivalent in the L2 that is similar in form influenced
latencies in this L1 only task. As mentioned earlier, there
is a great deal of support for language nonselectivity in
word recognition. Many past word recognition studies
have shown an effect of the L1 on L2 performance
(e.g., Bijeljac Babic, Biardeau, & Grainger, 1997; De
Groot et al., 2000; Dijkstra et al., 1998; Van Heuven
et al., 1998) and some studies have shown an effect of
L2 on L1 (e.g., Jared & Kroll, 2001; Van Wijnendaele
& Brysbaert, 2002). Van Hell and Dijkstra (2002) recent-
ly showed that participants from the same population as
our students and tested in a strict monolingual setting
responded faster to L1 words that were cognates than
to noncognates in lexical decision and word-association
tasks.

Our findings extend those of Costa et al. (2000), who
observed a facilitating effect for cognates in picture nam-
ing for Spanish–Catalan bilinguals. They found that the
effect of cognate status was larger when naming in the
nondominant language than when naming in the domi-
nant language (L1). We similarly obtained an interac-
tion between language and cognate status,
(F (1,64) = 21.01, p < .001), which was larger for picture
naming in the L2 (D = 201 ms) than in the L1
(D = 100 ms). The cognate facilitation effect suggests
that not only L2 but even L1 language production is
nonselective with respect to language. The L1 language
system is shown to be influenced even in groups who
are not as balanced as the Spanish–Catalan population
of Costa et al. (2000).

The pattern of findings has interesting implications
for models of bilingual processing and language control.
We showed that interpreters, who given the nature of
their profession should be able to exert strong control
of their language output and who demonstrated strong
working memory skills, nevertheless show the same cog-
nate facilitation effect as the other groups in this study.
In translation the stimulus is presented in the nontarget
language, therefore an effect of the relation between the
stimulus and the target word might not seem surprising.
However, the picture naming data suggests that the pho-
nology, and perhaps the orthography, of the nontarget
language is activated automatically, beyond the influ-
ence of control exerted by the interpreters.

The presence of a cognate effect in picture naming for
the interpreters despite their very high memory capacity
suggests that, contrary to recent claims about the alloca-
tion of cognitive resources in modulating cross-language
activity (e.g., Green, 1998; Michael & Gollan, 2005), it
may not be possible to selectively inhibit the non-target
language, at least not in this sort of out of context task.
How then can language of output be controlled? Several
authors proposed that language membership may some-
how be used for selective lexical activation (e.g.,La Heij,
2005), for language specific lexical selection (e.g., Costa,
2005; Costa et al., 2000), or for a checking mechanism in
the inhibitory-control account of Green (1998). It seems
that our data are in accordance with the latter type of
control rather than with a view of global inhibition of
the nontarget language (e.g., Green, 1998; Paradis,
1994; see also Christoffels & De Groot, 2005, for a dis-
cussion of language control in simultaneous interpret-
ing). In future studies it will be of interest to address
possible other cognitive abilities such as cognitive con-
trol further by focusing on these abilities, using for
example language switching and conflict tasks (e.g.,
Meuter & Allport, 1999; Bialystok et al., 2005).

To conclude, the main result of the experiments
reported in this paper is that the memory performance
of the interpreters was better than that of both the stu-
dents and the teachers. Furthermore, lexical retrieval,
as measured by on-line processing tasks, was not more
efficient for the interpreters than for the teachers, who
are also highly proficient in their L2. Interestingly,
whereas the interpreters’ working memory and short-
term memory capacity was not influenced by language
of testing, the capacity for the other groups was superior
in the L1. This result suggests that the interpreters have
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developed greater efficiency in language processing
capacity in the L2 than ordinary bilinguals. The data
strongly suggest that specifically working memory is an
important subskill for simultaneous interpreting
whereas the role of lexical retrieval may be mediated
by general language proficiency. In all, we showed that
a particular kind of bilingual expertise, simultaneous
interpreting, is selectively associated with enhanced
memory capacity in both the native and the second lan-
guage. In future research it will be important to learn
whether this enhanced memory is a prerequisite or a
consequence of simultaneous interpreting experience
and, more generally, to understand the role of working
memory in language processing in context.
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